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Abstract
The radial electric field,Er, is a crucial factor in the performance of magnetically confined plasmas
and on density turbulence. On ASDEX Upgrade Doppler reflectometry has been developed for direct
measurement ofEr profiles, its radial shear and its fluctuations. In the plasma edge theEr radial pro-
file shows the narrow negative well coinciding with the steep pedestal pressure gradient whose depth
scales with the plasma confinement: from typically−5 kV m−1 in ohmic and L-mode conditions to
−30 kV m−1 in H-modes, to over−50 kV m−1 in improved H-modes. The structure of the edgeEr
profile is notably robust, but the coreEr of non-NBI heated discharges when increasing collisionality
reverses from positive to negative with a transition in the dominant turbulence from TEM to ITG. Co-
herentEr fluctuations with geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) behaviour are observed in the plasma edge,
coinciding with region of high plasma vorticity andEr shearing. GAMs are not detected in the core or
in H-mode. The mode has the expected frequency scaling of sound speed over major radius but with
additional dependency on plasma elongation andq.

1. Introduction
The radial electric field,Er, is an important factor in the performance of magnetically confined
plasmas and on density fluctuations and turbulence. In fusion plasmasEr is generally inferred
from spectroscopic measurements of impurities, or from potential measurements using heavy
ion beam probes. Each technique has its drawbacks, such as limited temporal or spatial reso-
lution, expensive or complicated hardware, and sophisticated analysis procedure. On ASDEX
Upgrade microwave Doppler reflectometry has been developed for the direct measurement of
Er profiles, its radial shear and its fluctuations. By deliberately tilting a standard fluctuation re-
flectometer to the plasma cutoff (i.e. non-normal incidence angle) a hybrid diagnostic is created
with the wavenumber sensitivity of microwave scattering and the excellent radial localization of
reflectometry. The received signal is Doppler frequency shiftedfD directly proportional to the
density turbulence rotation velocity in the plasmaE × B frame,u⊥ = vE×B + vph, and an in-
tensity determined by the turbulence amplitude. This offers several measurement applications:
(1) WhenvE×B � vph (which is the normal situation) then there is a direct measure ofEr with
exceptional spatial and/or temporal resolution [1–4],
(2) With the addition of a second channel the instantaneousEr shear plus turbulence correlation
properties are measurable [5],
(3) WhenvE×B . vph then one can study the turbulence properties via the phase velocity [6],
(4) SinceẼr → ṽE×B → f̃D this gives direct access to long wavelengthEr fluctuations [7],
(5) By varying the tilt angle, and hence the probed wavenumber (defined by Bragg eqn.), the
turbulence wavenumber spectrum can be measured from the intensity of the Doppler peak [4].
With the exception of the last point, we report in this paper significant progress in the develop-
ment and application of these techniques leading to new physics interpretation. Much of this
progress has occurred through the synergetic combination of experimental, theoretical and nu-
merical simulation results. The outcome is an interesting picture of the interlink betweenEr
(static and fluctuating) and the mean profiles (ne, Te etc.) and the density turbulence, and thus
with confinement.
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2. Doppler reflectometry technique
2.1. Reflectometer hardware
FIG. 1(a) shows a schematic of the Doppler reflectometer diagnostic on ASDEX Upgrade
(AUG). Microwave power (50 − 75 GHz) is launched at an angle to the density gradient from
the tokamak low-field-side in either O or X-mode polarization. An adjacent antenna collects
the scattered/reflected signal which is down-converted using a heterodyne receiver with in-
phase and quadrature detection. The complex amplitude signals (I + iQ = Aeiφ) are sampled
at 20 MHz for upto 7 seconds [1,2]. The antenna angle (poloidal) at the plasma boundary
θo, FIG. 1(b), makes the reflectometer sensitive (via Bragg) to a specific non-zero turbulence
wavenumberk⊥ = 2ki = 2Nko whereN is the refractive index andko = ωo/c the probing
wavenumber [4]. For nearly flat cutoff layersN2 ≈ sin2 θo and thusk⊥ ≈ 2ko sin θo for the
m = −1,−2, .. Bragg orders [8]. If the turbulence is moving then a Doppler frequency shift
ωD = ~u ·~k ≈ u⊥k⊥ (for k⊥ � k‖) is induced in the measured spectra, which is directly propor-
tional to the perpendicular rotation velocityu⊥ = vE×B + vph of the turbulence moving in the
plasma. The direct reflection componentm = 0 (normal reflectometry) is minimized by careful
design of the antenna radiation pattern so as to optimise the Doppler spectral peak.
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of Doppler reflectometer on AUG, (b) Doppler geometry showing scat-
tered plus reflected orders.

2.2. Turbulence phase velocity
If the turbulence phase velocityvph is known, or smallvE×B � vph, thenE × B velocity, and
hence the radial electric fieldEr, can be extracted directly from the Doppler shift with good
accuracy. Linear and non-linear turbulence simulations indicate thatvph ∼ ±O(3)ρscs/R for
ion-temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped electron mode (TEM) type turbulence [9], which
is of the order of a few hundred metres per second for AUG core conditions. In the toka-
mak edge the dominant toroidal electron drift wave (EDW) turbulence is more non-linear.
Nevertheless GS2 gyro-kinetic simulations indicatevph � ρscs/Ln → 0 at typical probed
k⊥ > 6 cm−1 particularly when the density and temperature scale lengths are comparable, e.g.
ηe,i = Ln/LT (e,i) ∼ O(2).

2.3. Turbulence amplitude
An important factor is the turbulence amplitude at the probed wavenumber. Reflectometer simu-
lations [10] and measurements [1] show that at low fluctuation amplitudes them = −1 spectral
peak will be lost in the wings of a dominantm = 0 peak or beneath the diagnostic noise floor.
Turbulencek-spectrum measurements and numerical simulations indicate that for ITG turbu-
lence the spectrum peaks aroundk⊥ρs ∼ 0.3 while for EDW the sharp spectral roll-off is higher
at k⊥ρs ∼ 1. Sinceρs = cs/ωci depends on the machine parameters this defines the practical
range of probablek⊥, i.e. the antenna tilt angles.
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2.4. Analysis technique
The Doppler shift frequency is obtained by fitting multiple Gaussians to the asymmetric compo-
nent of the complex amplitude spectra - c.f.FIG. 2 - averaged over3− 20 ms. By stepping the
microwave probe frequency staircase fashion a radial profile can be measured in100− 200 ms
with typically 20 steps or more. The profile repetition period is set by the desired radial res-
olution (number of steps) and the Doppler resolution (step length). The measurement (cutoff)
position and theN2 are obtained using the TORBEAM beam tracing code [11] for each mea-
surement with flux surface reconstructions from the CLISTE equilibrium code and a spline
fitted density profile using DCN interferometry, Thomson scattering, edge Lithium beam and
FM profile reflectometry data when available.

3. Radial Electric field profiles (vE�B � vph)
In the tokamak scrape-off-layer theu⊥ velocity always flows in the ion drift direction, i.e. a
+Er, but reverses across the separatrix primarily due to the pedestal pressure gradient to form
a deep negativeEr well [1,3]. FIG. 2 shows a typicalEr profile for a−2 T / +1 MA ELMy
H-mode with 12 MW of NBI heating (vE×B � vph) together with example Doppler spectra.
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The strength of theEr
well increases directly
with confinement, with
typically −5 kV m−1

for ohmic and L-mode
conditions, jumping to
around−30 kV m−1 for
H-mode and in excess
of −50 kV m−1 for im-
proved H-modes [5].
The deepestEr wells
have so far been ob-
tained in Quiescent H-
modes [1,12]. Such
largeEr values are pos-
sibly linked to the ab-

sence of ELMs in the QH-mode. By holding the microwave probing frequency constant across
the L to H-mode transition gives sub-ms time resolved measurements showing theEr evolution
occurs in concert with the pressure gradient increase∇P , but is preceeded∼ 1−5 ms by a drop
in ñe (proportional to the Doppler amplitude fluctuations) in the shear region [2]. Generally, the
change inu⊥ appears to be matched by the change in the electron diamagnetic drift velocityv∗e .

3.1. ELMs
H-mode Doppler measurements are notably difficult due to (a) the reduced fluctuation level
which often results in no usable Doppler signal, and (b) the presence of perturbative ELMs
which produce fast radial cutoff layer movements. Nevertheless, fast time resolved measure-
ments clearly show theEr well collapsing in concert with the edge pedestal during type-I ELM
events. However, a side benefit of ELMs is the localized edge turbulence build-up prior to each
ELM which often provides the only means of generating a measurable Doppler signal in an
otherwise quiescent region [1].

4. Doppler correlation reflectometry
4.1. Er shear
Confinement theories suggest that the strength and sign of theEr shear may be the more im-
portant parameter rather than theEr magnitude alone. By adding a second Doppler channel
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launching through the same antennas but with a fixed small frequency difference the instanta-
neousEr shear profile can be measured [5].FIG. 3(a)shows radial profiles of the instantaneous
Er shear during L (1.4 MW) and H-mode (4 MW NBI) phases of #19151. Corresponding to
the flanks of theEr well there is a positive peak associated with the separatrix and a negative
peak associated with the pedestal region. The shear is practically zero elsewhere. The positive
peak stays roughly constant and only the negative peak rises and with the L-H transition [5].
The negative shear width is constant at around 5 cm. The preeminence of the negative shear de-
pendence is consistent with Biglari-Diamond-Terry model for the L-H transition [13]. Once the
H-mode is formed theEr well is insensitive to additional heating power. Plasma triangularity
scans also confirm that theEr well increases with triangularity and plasma confinement (e.g.
H98 factor and confinement time). Configuration ramps from upper single null through double
null to a lower single null also show the well is reduced during upper X-point when the ion∇B
drift is away from the divertor. Extensive modelling of these edge and SOLEr profiles has been
performed using the B2SOLPS5.0 transport fluid code to investigate the role of parallel flows.
The simulations generally recreate the shape and magnitude of the experimentalEr profile [14].
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FIG. 3: (a) InstantaneousEr shear and, (b) radial correlation profiles for L and H-mode phases
of #19151. Shaded box shows measurement location ofLr.

4.2. Turbulence radial correlation lengths
By switching the launch frequency pattern of the two Doppler reflectometer channels from a
fixed-frequency difference to a stepped-frequency difference, a measure of the radial correla-
tion lengthLr of the turbulence can also be obtained together with theEr profile. FIG. 3(b)
shows the coherenceγ vs radial separation∆r in the negative shear zone (ρpol ∼ 0.9) for the
corresponding L and H-mode phases ofFIG. 3(a). Lr (defined asγ(Lr) = 1/e) drops to less
than 0.5 cm in the H-mode, coinciding with the increasedEr shear. Moving inward sees the
L-modeLr increasing, reaching 2 cm or so at mid-radius [15]. Since the use of Doppler reflec-
tometry for correlation measurements is a new technique, extensive modelling studies using a
2D finite-difference time-domain full-wave code have been performed. The simulations show
that theLr obtained from them = −1 Doppler peak scales correctly with the modelledñe
correlation length - i.e. inversely withkr. There is a slight sensitivity to the poloidalk spec-
trum (increases with widerkp) and the Doppler tilt angle (decreases withk⊥). However, the
most promising aspect, which is contrary tom = 0 normal incidence correlation reflectom-
etry, is the insensitivity to the turbulence amplitudeñe. Using the simulation results allows
the interpretation of experimental data using tilt angle variation to show thatLr decreases with
increasing average plasma triangularity, i.e. consistent with improving confinement observed
with increasingδav [16].
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5. Turbulence transitions (vE�B ∼ vph)
5.1. Collisionality dependence
Changes in the behaviour of density peaking and the response in the electron heat flux
with variations in the collisionality have been attributed to transitions in the core turbu-
lence from TEM to ITG dominated [17,18]. This hypothesis can be tested by measur-
ing changes directly in the turbulence velocity using Doppler reflectometry. In the toka-
mak core theu⊥ magnitude and direction depends on the plasma scenario, particularly on
the momentum driven rotation by neutral beam injection. However, in non-NBI heated
dischargesu⊥ drops to a few km s−1 which is comparable to the expected turbulence
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phase and poloidal fluid velocities, i.e.
vE×B ∼ vph. FIG. 4 showsu⊥ radial
profiles for lower single-null ohmic shots
with variousne andIp. The profiles show
the usual edge positive and negative peak
structure associated with the SOL and∇P
regions - which is notably robust due to
high collisionality (above banana limit)
which appears to affect the dominant drift
wave turbulence only marginally. How-
ever, the coreu⊥ reverses from the ion to
the electron drift direction with increasing
collisionalityν∗(= νei/ωbeε) [6].

5.2. Phase velocity calculations
In FIG. 5 a variation inν∗ over almost two orders of magnitude via ohmic density andIp
scans shows a smooth reversal inu⊥ at ρpol ≈ 0.7. Matched simulations were made for these
discharges using the GS2 linear gyro-kinetic code. Plotted inFIG. 5 is the phase velocity
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vph = ωr/kθ (points and fit) computed
from the real part of the dominant in-
stability frequency corresponding to the
poloidal wavenumber at which the growth
rateγ/k2

⊥ is maximum atρpol = 0.6− 0.7.
It shows an abrupt transition in the domi-
nant core turbulence between TEM to ITG
with a corresponding phase velocity re-
versal from the electron to ion drift di-
rections. For this data the probedk⊥ =
10− 12 cm−1, i.e. k⊥ρs ∼ 0.4 which cov-
ers both the ITG and TEM expected wave-
length range. The magnitude of the∆vph
across the transition matches the jump in
the u⊥ from low to high collisionality.
This suggests a smooth linear variation in

the resultantvE×B = u⊥−vph againstlog ν∗ (i.e. exponential inν∗), and hence a coreEr which
changes sign with the dominant turbulence. (Note this is a new interpretation compared to the
straight lineu⊥ fit used earlier [6] which allows for a more complete reconciliation of all data.)
At high collisionality, TEM turbulence is predicted to be linearly stable, leaving the predomi-
nant ITG. At low collisionality TEM dominates, however, in between simulations predict sim-
ilar growth rates for TEM and ITG, creating a transition region with mixed turbulence nature.
Theu⊥ curve suggests that the density structures drift with a resultant velocity between TEM
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and ITG. Note that the GS2 code tracks the dominant mode and does not resolve sub-modes -
which may explain the bump in thevE×B curve (dashed-line) inFIG. 5. Attempts to identify
two separate modes in the Doppler spectrum corresponding tovE×B + vph (ITG/TEM) (so-called
peak-splitting) have not revealed convincing double peaks or discernable modulation inu⊥.
This may be partly due to the diagnostic resolution, however, initial reflectometer simulations
indicate the spectral resolution should be sufficient for this application.
In addition to density scans (within and from shot-to-shot) the collisionality can be perturbed
via the electron temperature by applying upto 800 kW of on-axis electron cyclotron heating in
various power steps. Similaru⊥ behaviour toFIG. 5 is obtained, although the transition from
ITG to TEM tends to be sharper. Also, at high densities (the ITG range) the turbulence spectra
are significantly wider - beyond that due to rotational broadening alone, suggesting a change in
the underlying turbulencek-spectrum.

5.3. Fluid velocities
Combining the interpretedvE×B with measured diamagnetic velocities allows the perpendicular
ion fluid velocityv⊥i = vE×B+v∗i to be deduced. At low collisionalitiesvi⊥ ≈ +4.8 km s−1 (ion
drift direction) falling to−0.7 km s−1 (electron) at highν∗. Sincev⊥i = vφiBθ/B − vθiBφ/B
this implies either, that poloidal fluid velocities ofvθi ≈ −v⊥i are required with values of a
factor of 10 larger than neoclassical predictions, or exceedingly large toroidal fluid velocities.
For example, at the lowν∗ range ifvθi is neoclassical thenvφi would need to be in excess of
+30 km s−1 (co-Ip). Such large toroidal rotations are not supported by CXRS measurements on
NBI beam-blips in ECRH shots [6].

6. Zonal flows and GAM (vE�B fluctuations)
6.1. u? fluctuation measurements
Of major importance to confinement are zonal flows and associated geodesic acoustic modes
(GAM) - radially localized oscillatingE × B flows with anm = n = 0 mode structure but
finite radial extentkr 6= 0 - which theory predicts are generated by non-linear turbulence inter-
actions and are found to moderate the turbulence amplitude via shear de-correlation [19]. Since
u⊥ contains theE × B velocity, fluctuations inEr will translate directly tofD, i.e. Doppler
reflectometry can be used to directly measureẼr with high spatial and temporal resolution.fD
will also register fluctuations inB, vph or θo. However,ṽph = 0 as this requires a non-obvious
non-linear effect. WhileB andθo modulation due to MHD can be detected as cutoff layer tilting
modulates the reflected signal power which can be measured separately [7].
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6.2. GAM localization
By using a sliding FFT a time sequence offD and amplitudeA fluctuations can be generated
from the complex amplitude spectraS(f). The weighted spectral mean gives the instantaneous
fD =

∑
f.S(f)/

∑
S(f) while the integrated spectraA =

∑
S(f) gives a measure of̃ne

at the selectedk⊥. FIG. 6 shows a series offD andA spectra at (a) the edge in divertor and
limiter phases of an ohmic discharge #20787 and (b) at three radial locations in an almost
circularκ = 1.12 ohmic shot #20787. Strong coherent oscillations are observed infD between
5 − 25 kHz - even in the absence of MHD activity - with an amplitude of 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude above the background. The peaks appear in the edge density gradient region - where
the turbulence vorticity andEr shear are largest [7]. No coherent activity is seen in the open-
field SOL region (f−1 spectra), nor inside of the density pedestal region, i.e. core (flat spectra).
The mode has the features expected of a GAM, its frequency scales linearly with(Te + Ti)

1/2

over a wide range of ohmic and L-mode conditions. So far GAMs have not been observed
in H-modes. There is no peak dependence onB or ne. There is no measurable magnetic
perturbation, and, for diverted plasmas there is practically no density perturbation, i.e.A peak.
In X-mode the Doppler reflectometer measures from slightly below the magnetic axis, as shown
by the red arrows inFIG. 6(a), which for highly elongated diverted plasmas generally means the
diagnostic is insensitive to the GAM’sm = 1 pressure side-band mode structure. Only for low
elongation (non-diverted) plasmas does a correspondingA peak appear where the reflectometer
line-of-sight is closer to them = 1 mode maxima. The precise mode structure is still to be
confirmed with poloidal measurements.

6.3. GAM parameter dependence
The mode frequency scales asω = Gcs/R (sound speed over major radius), as shown inFIG. 7
for a range of ohmic Deuterium discharges. The scale factorG ∼ O(1) also shows the ap-
propriate variation with ion mass for Hydrogen, Deuterium and Helium plasmas, but with a
strong inverse dependence on the plasma elongationκ and a weak direct dependence on the
local q. A series of dedicatedκ andq scans have been performed resulting in a best-fit scaling:
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wherec2
s = (Te + Ti)/M andS ≈ 4π.

There is some radial variation in the fac-
tor S which indicates further parameter
dependence. In generalωGAM is not a
smooth monotonic function of radius but
shows distinct plateaus a few cm wide
which suggests several zonal flow layers.
Radially the GAM reaches into as far as
the density pedestal, typicallyρpol > 0.92,
but at highq95 and lowκ thene pedestal is
less pronounced and the GAM peak can be
seen as far in asρpol ∼ 0.75. This points to

a link with high turbulence drive, large vorticity andEr shear. The link between the GAM/zonal
flows and turbulence moderation is also demonstrated by a counter modulation in the density
and broadbandEr fluctuations with the GAM peak intensity. Theq dependence in eqn. 1 pre-
dicts a limit for lowestq for which the GAM can exist. Experimentally this is observed in the
low κ discharges where as theq profile falls the innermost GAM position is pushed progres-
sively outward. Finally, GAMs also disappear at high collisionality.
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7. Summary and discussion
Doppler reflectometry is a simple diagnostic technique capable of measuring theEr profile, its
shear and its fluctuations with high spatial and/or temporal resolution. With a two reflectometer
channel configuration launching with the same line-of-sight, the local turbulence amplitudeñe,
correlation lengthLr andEr shear can be obtained together from one diagnostic.
The measurements presented here show that the magnitude and width of the edge negativeEr
shear region is the dominant factor in the improved confinement of the H-mode. The increased
shear coincides with both reduced turbulence amplitude andLr. The ability of normal-incidence
correlation reflectometry to correctly measureLr from them = 0 direct reflection component
is still being debated. However, full-wave simulations are indicating that them 6= 0 component
measured by the Doppler correlation technique gives a more robustLr value.
Fluctuations invE×B with transverse wavelengths greater than the reflectometer spot size (a few
cm) translate directly to the Doppler shift. Observations show a coherent oscillation in edge high
vorticity/shear region with all the features of a GAM. Its frequency scales withcs/R but with
an inverse dependence on elongationκ and direct variation with localq. Them = n = 0 mode
structure is still to be confirmed but there is evidence of them = 1 pressure side-band. GAMs
are only seen in ohmic and L-mode, not in H-mode, possibly due to the lower turbulence level,
i.e. reduced zonal flow drive, or due to the high rotation shear in the edge. The GAM frequency
is not a smooth function of radius but shows plateaus, suggesting multiple zonal flow layers
with radial extents of a few cm. Radially, the GAM is also bounded by both the density pedestal
and by theq profile. Specifically, dropping theq profile reduces the GAM inner radial reach.
While GAMs are not observed in the core there is still the possibility of the low frequency zonal
flow branch.
In the absence of largeE×B flows the effect of the turbulence phase velocity becomes evident.
Clear evidence of the transition between TEM and ITG turbulence has been obtained from the
core of ohmic and ECRH L-mode discharges. Further, the measured∆u⊥ matches the∆vph
jump predicted by the GS2 linear gyro-kinetic code - which essentially validates the code for
these conditions. In the transition zone between ITG and TEM, simulations predict equable
growth rates. However, there is no evidence of ‘line-splitting’ (i.e. two spectral peaks) in the
data so far, plus the smoothu⊥ variation suggests that the density fluctuations/structures take a
mean velocity between that of TEM/ITG.
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